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Abstract
We define a new family of matrix means {Pt (ω;A)}t∈[−1,1], where ω and A vary over all positive prob-
ability vectors in Rn and n-tuples of positive definite matrices resp. Each of these means except t = 0
arises as a unique positive definite solution of a non-linear matrix equation, satisfies all desirable properties
of power means of positive real numbers and interpolates between the weighted harmonic and arithmetic
means. The main result is that the Karcher mean coincides with the limit of power means as t → 0. This
provides not only a sequence of matrix means converging to the Karcher mean, but also a simple proof
of the monotonicity of the Karcher mean, conjectured by Bhatia and Holbrook, and other new properties,
which have recently been established by Lawson and Lim and also Bhatia and Karandikar using probabilis-
tic methods on the metric structure of positive definite matrices equipped with the trace metric.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Riemannian trace metric on the convex cone P = Pm of m×m positive definite Hermitian
matrices plays an important role in many applied areas involving matrix interpolation, filtering,
estimation, optimization and averaging, where it has been increasingly recognized that the Eu-
clidean distance is often not the most suitable for the set P and that working with the appropriate
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Y. Lim, M. Pálfia / Journal of Functional Analysis 262 (2012) 1498–1514 1499geometry does matter in computational problems. (Recall the trace metric distance between two
positive definite matrices is given by δ(A,B) = (∑ki=1 log2 λi(A−1B)) 12 , where λi(X) denotes
the i-th eigenvalue of X in ascending order.) It turns out that the Riemannian geometry plays a
key role particularly in the study of inversion invariant data averaging procedures in image pro-
cessing, in radar detection and in brain-computer interfacing [5,4,29]. An attractive candidate of
data averaging procedures is the least squares mean [24] of positive definite matrices. This mean
has appeared under a variety of other designations: Frechet mean, Cartan mean, Riemannian
center of mass [18], Riemannian geometric mean [29], or frequently, Karcher mean [14], the
terminology we adopt. The Karcher mean of n positive definite matrices A1, . . . ,An is defined
as the unique minimizer (provided it exists) of the sum of squares of the Riemannian trace metric
distances to each of the Ai , i.e.,
Λ(A1, . . . ,An) = arg min
X∈P
n∑
i=1
δ2(X,Ai). (1.1)
This idea had been anticipated by Élie Cartan (see, for example, Section 6.1.5 of [6]), who
showed among other things such a unique minimizer exists if the points all lie in a convex ball in
a Riemannian manifold; see also Karcher’s paper [18]. Using Karcher’s formula for the gradient
of the objective function (Theorem 2.1 of [18]) or computing appropriate derivatives as in [10,28]
yields that the Karcher mean coincides with the unique positive definite solution of the Karcher
equation
n∑
i=1
log
(
X1/2A−1i X
1/2)= 0. (1.2)
Various numerical methods for the solution of (1.1) or (1.2) have been introduced in the liter-
ature: fixed point methods, optimization algorithms like Newton’s method or a gradient descent
method, and iterative methods; see [14] and references therein. Unfortunately neither an ex-
plicit expression nor an explicit sequence of matrix means converging directly to the Karcher
mean is known. Nevertheless the monotonicity of the Karcher mean, conjectured by Bhatia and
Holbrook [11] and one of key axiomatic properties of matrix geometric means, was recently
established by Lawson and Lim [24] via a probabilistic convergence of approximations and by
Bhatia and Karandikar [12] via some probabilistic counting arguments, both arguments depend-
ing heavily on basic inequalities for the Riemannian metric. In this paper we provide a more
direct, non-probabilistic proof of the monotonicity of the Karcher mean that depends on finding
a sequence of matrix means satisfying monotonicity that converge directly to the Karcher mean.
The principal goal of this paper is to construct a particular family of matrix means, each with nu-
merous desirable properties such as monotonicity, that converges to the Karcher mean and show
that these properties are preserved in the limit.
The basic family of means we consider are the power means. The power mean ( a
t
1+···+atn
n
)
1
t
of n positive real numbers a1, . . . , an arises as the unique positive solution of the elementary
equation x = 1
n
∑n
i=1 x1−t ati , and converges to the geometric mean of a1, . . . , an as t → 0. In
this paper we consider a matrix analogue of x = 1
n
∑n
i=1 x1−t ati , namely
X = 1
n
n∑
X #t Ai, (1.3)i=1
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prove that for each t ∈ (0,1], Eq. (1.3) has a unique positive definite solution, denoted by
Pt (A1, . . . ,An), and show that each of these matrix means (called a power mean) arises as
a unique fixed point of a strict contraction for the Thompson metric. We show these power
means vary continuously with t and satisfy analogues of basic properties of power means
of positive real numbers (e.g., monotonicity and joint concavity). We then establish that the
Karcher mean is the limit of power means as t → 0. This gives, in particular, a simple and
non-probabilistic proof of monotonicity, joint concavity and other new properties of the Karcher
mean recently established by Bhatia and Karandikar [12], and a globally convergent method for
obtaining the Karcher mean by taking the limit of Xk = P 1
k
(A1, . . . ,An). Moreover, together
with P−t (A1, . . . ,An) := Pt(A−11 , . . . ,A−1n )−1, this provides a complete extension of the power
means of positive reals to positive definite matrices in the sense that the family of matrix means
{Pt (A1, . . . ,An)}t∈[−1,1] interpolates continuously between the harmonic (t = −1) and arith-
metic (t = 1) means with the Karcher mean appearing at t = 0.
2. Riemannian and Thompson metrics
Let H be the space of Hermitian matrices of a fixed size m, and P the convex cone of positive
definite Hermitian matrices. For X,Y ∈ H, we write that X  Y if Y −X is positive semidefinite,
and X < Y if Y −X is positive definite. The Frobenius norm ‖ · ‖2 gives rise to the Riemannian
structure on P: 〈X,Y 〉A = Tr(A−1XA−1Y), where A ∈ P, X,Y ∈ TA(P) = H. The Rieman-
nian metric distance is given by δ(A,B) = [∑mi=1 log2 λi(A−1B)] 12 , where the λi(X) denote
the eigenvalues of X. Then P becomes a Cartan–Hadamard manifold, a simply connected com-
plete Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvature [20]. For A,B ∈ P and t ∈ R,
the t-weighted geometric mean of A and B is defined by A #t B = A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)tA1/2.
The curve t 	→ A #t B yields the unique geodesic from A to B for the Riemannian metric and
A # B = A #1/2 B is the unique midpoint between A and B . The following properties for the
weighted geometric mean are well known [19,24,22].
Lemma 2.1. Let A,B,C,D ∈ P and let t ∈ R. Then
(i) A #t B = A1−tBt for AB = BA, and (aA) #t (bB) = a1−t bt (A #t B) for a, b > 0;
(ii) (Löwner–Heinz inequality) A #t B  C #t D for A C, B D and t ∈ [0,1];
(iii) M(A #t B)M∗ = (MAM∗) #t (MBM∗) for any non-singular M ;
(iv) A #t B = B #1−t A, (A #t B)−1 = A−1 #t B−1;
(v) (λA+ (1 − λ)B) #t (λC + (1 − λ)D) λ(A #t C)+ (1 − λ)(B #t D) for λ, t ∈ [0,1];
(vi) det(A #t B) = det(A)1−t det(B)t ; and
(vii) ((1 − t)A−1 + tB−1)−1 A #t B  (1 − t)A+ tB for t ∈ [0,1].
The Thompson metric on P is defined by d∞(A,B) = ‖log(A−1/2BA−1/2)‖∞, where ‖X‖∞
denotes the spectral norm of X. It is known that d∞ is a complete metric on P and d∞(A,B) =
max{logM(B/A), logM(A/B)}, where M(B/A) = inf{α > 0: B  αA} = λ1(A−1/2BA−1/2),
the largest eigenvalue of A−1/2BA−1/2. See [32,16].
Lemma 2.2. (See [9,16].) We have
(i) d∞(A,B) = d∞(A−1,B−1) = d∞(MAM∗,MBM∗) for any M ∈ GL(m,C);
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The following non-expansive property of addition for the Thompson metric will be useful for
our purpose.
Lemma 2.3. (See [23].) Let Ai,Bi ∈ P and let ti > 0, i = 1,2, . . . , n. Then
d∞
(
n∑
i=1
tiAi,
n∑
i=1
tiBi
)
 max
1in
{
d∞(Ai,Bi)
}
.
3. Matrix power means
We denote by n the simplex of positive probability vectors in Rn convexly spanned by the
unit coordinate vectors.
Theorem 3.1. Let A1, . . . ,An ∈ P and let ω = (w1, . . . ,wn) ∈ n. Then for each t =
(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ (0,1]n, the following equation has a unique positive definite solution:
X =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #ti Ai). (3.4)
Furthermore, the solution varies continuously over t ∈ (0,1]n.
Proof. We will show that the map f : P → P defined by f (X) =∑ni=1 wi(X #ti Ai) is a strict
contraction with respect to the Thompson metric. Let X,Y > 0. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3,
d∞
(
f (X),f (Y )
)
 max
1in
{
d∞
(
wi(X #ti Ai),wi(Y #ti Ai)
)}
 max
1in
{
d∞(X #ti Ai, Y #ti Ai)
}
 max
1in
{
(1 − ti )d∞(X,Y )
}= max
1in
{
(1 − ti )
}
d∞(X,Y ).
Since max1in{1 − ti} ∈ [0,1), f is a strict contraction.
By the continuity of fixed points of strict contractions (see e.g. [30]), the solution of (3.4)
varies continuously over t ∈ (0,1]n. 
Definition 3.2 (Matrix power means). Let A = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ Pn and ω ∈ n. For t ∈ (0,1], we
denote by Pt (ω;A) the unique solution of
X =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai). (3.5)
For t ∈ [−1,0), we define Pt (ω;A) = P−t (ω;A−1)−1, where A−1 = (A−11 , . . . ,A−1n ). We call
Pt (ω;A) the ω-weighted power mean of order t of A1, . . . ,An. To simplify the notation we write
Pt (A) = Pt (1/n, . . . ,1/n;A).
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weighted arithmetic and harmonic means of A1, . . . ,An, respectively. For t ∈ [−1,0), Pt(ω;A)
is the unique positive definite solution of
X =
[
n∑
i=1
wi(X #−t Ai)−1
]−1
. (3.6)
Indeed, X−1 =∑ni=1 wi(X−1 #−t A−1i ) if and only if X−1 = P−t (ω;A−1).
Remark 3.4. Let f : P → P defined by f (X) = ∑ni=1 wi(X #t Ai), t ∈ (0,1]. Then by the
Löwner–Heinz inequality, f is monotone: X  Y implies that f (X) f (Y ). By Theorem 3.1,
f is a strict contraction for the Thompson metric with the least contraction coefficient less than
or equal to 1 − t .
For A = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ Pn, M ∈ GL(m,C), a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ (0,∞)n, ω = (w1, . . . ,wn) ∈
n, and for a permutation σ on n-letters, we set
MAM∗ = (MA1M∗, . . . ,MAnM∗), Aσ = (Aσ(1), . . . ,Aσn),
A
(k) = (A, . . . ,A︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
) ∈ Pnk, ω(k) = 1
k
(ω, . . . ,ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
) ∈ nk,
at = (at1, . . . , atn), ω  a = 1∑n
i=1 wiai
(w1a1, . . . ,wnan) ∈ n,
ωˆ = 1
1 −wn (w1, . . . ,wn−1) ∈ n−1, a ·A = (a1A1, . . . , anAn).
We list some basic properties of Pt (ω;A).
Proposition 3.5. Let A = (A1, . . . ,An), B = (B1, . . . ,Bn) ∈ Pn, ω ∈ n, a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈
(0,∞)n and let s, t ∈ [−1,1] \ {0}.
(1) Pt(ω;A) = (∑ni=1 wiAti) 1t if the Ai ’s commute;
(2) Pt(ω;a ·A) = (∑ni=1 wiati ) 1t Pt (ω  at ;A);
(3) Pt(ωσ ;Aσ ) = Pt (ω;A) for any permutation σ ;
(4) Pt(ω;A) Pt (ω;B) if Ai  Bi for all i = 1,2, . . . , n;
(5) d∞(Pt (ω;A),Pt (ω;B))max1in{d∞(Ai,Bi)};
(6) (1 − u)P|t |(ω;A)+ uP|t |(ω;B) P|t |(ω; (1 − u)A+ uB) for any u ∈ [0,1];
(7) Pt(ω;MAM∗) = MPt(ω;A)M∗ for any invertible matrix M ;
(8) Pt(ω;A−1)−1 = P−t (ω;A);
(9) Det(P−|t |(ω;A))∏ni=1 Det(Ai)wi Det(P|t |(ω;A));
(10) (∑ni=1 wiA−1i )−1  Pt (ω;A)∑ni=1 wiAi ;
(11) Pt(ω(k);A(k)) = Pt (ω;A) for any k ∈ N;
(12) Pt(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X) = X if and only if X = Pt(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1). In particular,
Pt (A1, . . . ,An,X) = X if and only if X = Pt (A1, . . . ,An);
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(14) If t ∈ (0,1], then Φ(Pt (ω;A)) Pt(ω;Φ(A)) for any positive unital linear map Φ , where
Φ(A) = (Φ(A1), . . . ,Φ(An)). If t ∈ [−1,0), then Φ(Pt (ω;A))  Pt (ω;Φ(A)) for any
strictly positive unital linear map Φ; and
(15) For any unitarily invariant norm ||| · ||| and t ∈ (0,1],
∣∣∣∣∣∣Pt (ω;A)∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
n∑
i=1
wi |||Ai |||t
] 1
t
and
∣∣∣∣∣∣P−t (ω;A)∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
n∑
i=1
wi
∣∣∣∣∣∣A−1i ∣∣∣∣∣∣t
]− 1
t
.
Proof. (1) Suppose that the Ai ’s commute. Let t ∈ (0,1] and X = (∑ni=1 wiAti)1/t . Then
X #t Ai = X1−tAti and
∑n
i=1 wi(X #t Ai) =
∑n
j=1 wiX1−tAti = X1−t
∑n
i=1 Ati = X1−tXt = X.
By uniqueness, (
∑n
i=1 wiAti)1/t = X = Pt (ω;A). Furthermore, P−t (ω;A) = Pt (ω;A−1)−1 =
(
∑n
i=1 wiA
−t
i )
−1/t
.
(2) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Set β = (∑ni=1 wiati ) 1t , ζ = ω  at ∈ n and X = Pt (ω  at ;A). Then
ζi = (ω  at )i = 1∑n
i=1 wiati
wia
t
i and X =
∑n
i=1 ζi(X #t Ai). Therefore,
n∑
i=1
wi
(
(βX) #t (aiAi)
)= n∑
i=1
β1−twiati (X #t Ai) =
n∑
i=1
β1−t ζiβt (X #t Ai)
= β
n∑
i=1
ζi(X #t Ai) = βX.
By uniqueness, (
∑n
i=1 wiati )
1
t Pt (ω  at ;A) = βX = Pt(ω;a ·A).
For t ∈ [−1,0), we have
Pt(ω;a ·A) = P−t
(
ω; (a ·A)−1)−1 =
[(
n∑
i=1
wia
t
i
)− 1
t
P−t
(
ω  at ;A−1)
]−1
=
(
n∑
i=1
wia
t
i
) 1
t
P−t
(
ω  at ;A−1)−1 =
(
n∑
i=1
wia
t
i
) 1
t
Pt
(
ω  at ;A).
(3) Follows from the defining Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6).
(4) Suppose that Ai  Bi for all i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let t ∈ (0,1]. Define
f (X) =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai) and g(X) =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Bi).
Then Pt (ω;A) = limk→∞ f k(X) and Pt (ω;B) = limk→∞ gk(X) for any X ∈ P, by the Ba-
nach fixed point theorem. By the Löwner–Heinz inequality, f (X)  g(X) for all X ∈ P,
and f (X)  f (Y ), g(X)  g(Y ) whenever X  Y . Let X0 > 0. Then f (X0)  g(X0) and
f 2(X0) = f (f (X0))  g(f (X0))  g2(X0). Inductively, we have f k(X0)  gk(X0) for all
k ∈ N. Therefore, Pt (ω;A) = limk→∞ f k(X0) limk→∞ gk(X0) = Pt (ω;B).
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Pt (ω;A) = P−t (ω;A−1)−1  P−t (ω;B−1)−1 = Pt (ω;B).
(5) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Let X = Pt (ω;A) and Y = Pt(ω;B). Then by Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3,
d∞(X,Y ) = d∞
(
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai),
n∑
i=1
wi(Y #t Bi)
)
 max
1in
{
d∞(X #t Ai, Y #t Bi)
}
 max
1in
{
(1 − t)d∞(X,Y ) + td∞(Ai,Bi)
}
= (1 − t)d∞(X,Y )+ t max
1in
{
d∞(Ai,Bi)
}
,
which implies that d∞(X,Y )max1in{d∞(Ai,Bi)}. Since d∞ is invariant under inversion,
we also have
d∞
(
P−t (ω;A),P−t (ω;B)
)= d∞(Pt(ω;A−1)−1,Pt(ω;B−1)−1)
= d∞
(
Pt
(
ω;A−1),Pt(ω;B−1))
 max
1in
{
d∞
(
A−1i ,B
−1
i
)}= max
1in
{
d∞(Ai,Bi)
}
.
(6) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Let X = Pt (ω;A) and Y = Pt (ω;B). For u ∈ [0,1], we set Zu =
(1 − u)X + uY . Let f (Z) = ∑ni=1 wi(Z #t ((1 − u)Ai + uBi)). Then by the joint concavity
of the two-variable geometric mean
Zu = (1 − u)X + uY =
n∑
i=1
wi
[
(1 − u)(X #t Ai)+ u(Y #t Bi)
]

n∑
i=1
wi
((
(1 − u)X + uY ) #t ((1 − u)Ai + uBi))= f (Zu).
Inductively, Zu  f k(Zu) for all k ∈ N. Therefore, (1 − u)Pt (ω;A) + uPt (ω;B) = Zu 
Pt (ω; (1 − u)A+ uB).
(7) Follows from the defining equation of Pt(ω;A) and the uniqueness of the positive definite
solution.
(8) True by definition.
(9) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Let X = Pt (ω;A). Then X =∑ni=1 wi(X #t Ai) implies that
Det(X) = Det
(
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)
)

n∏
i=1
Det(X #t Ai)wi
=
n∏
i=1
Det(X)(1−t)wi Det(Ai)twi = Det(X)(1−t)
[
n∏
i=1
Det(Ai)wi
]t
,
where the inequality follows by Corollary 7.6.9 of [17] for n = 2 and by an appropriate sym-
metrization method for n > 2, and thus Det(Pt (ω;A)) ∏ni=1 Det(Ai)wi . From this, we also
have
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(
P−t (ω;A)
)= Det(Pt(ω;A−1)−1)= [Det(P−t(ω;A−1))]−1

n∏
i=1
[
Det
(
A−1i
)]−wi = n∏
i=1
Det(Ai)wi .
(10) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Let X = Pt(ω;A). By using the two-variable weighted arithmetic-
geometric mean inequality, we obtain
X =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)
n∑
i=1
wi
(
(1 − t)X + tAi
)= (1 − t)X + t n∑
i=1
wiAi,
which implies that X 
∑n
i=1 wiAi . Similarly,
X =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)
[
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)−1
]−1
=
[
n∑
i=1
wi
(
X−1 #t A−1i
)]−1
.
Taking inverses of both sides leads to
X−1 
n∑
i=1
wi
(
X−1 #t A−1i
)

n∑
i=1
wi
[
(1 − t)X−1 + tA−1i
]= (1 − t)X−1 + t n∑
i=1
wiA
−1
i ,
which implies that X  (
∑n
i=1 wiA
−1
i )
−1
.
The case t ∈ [−1,0) holds by duality.
(11) Let t ∈ (0,1] and let X = Pt(ω;A). Then
X =
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai) = 1
k
(
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)+ · · · +
n∑
i=1
wi(X #t Ai)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
)
and therefore X = Pt(ω(k);A(k)). The case t ∈ [−1,0) is similar.
(12) Let t ∈ (0,1]. Then Pt (ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X) = X if and only if X =∑n−1i=1 wi(X #t Ai)+
wnX if and only if X = 11−wn
∑n−1
i=1 wi(X #t Ai) if and only if X = Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1). By
duality, (12) holds for t ∈ [−1,0). If ω = 1
n+1 (1,1, . . . ,1) ∈ n+1, then ωˆ = 1n (1, . . . ,1) ∈ n,
and thus, Pt(A1, . . . ,An,X) = X if and only if X = Pt(A1, . . . ,An).
(13) Note that X #t (X #s Ai) = X #st Ai . Let s ∈ (0,1]. Suppose that t ∈ (0,1]. Then X =
Pt (ω;X #s A1, . . . ,X #s An) if and only if X =∑ni=1 wi(X #st Ai) if and only if X = Pst (ω;A).
If t ∈ [−1,0), then X = Pt (ω;X #s A1, . . . ,X #s An) if and only if X−1 = P−t (ω;X−1 #s
A−11 , . . . ,X−1 #s A−1n ) if and only if X−1 = P−st (ω;A−1) if and only if X = Pst (ω;A), since
st ∈ (0,1].
(14) Note that Φ(A #t B)Φ(A) #t Φ(B) for any A,B > 0 and t ∈ [0,1] (cf. Theorem 4.1.5
of [10]). Let t ∈ (0,1] and Xt = Pt(ω;A). Then
Φ(Xt) =
n∑
wiΦ(Xt #t Ai)
n∑
wi
(
Φ(Xt) #t Φ(Ai)
)
. (3.7)i=1 i=1
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By (3.7), f (Φ(Xt )) Φ(Xt). Since f is monotonic, f k(Φ(Xt )) Φ(Xt) for all k ∈ N. Thus,
Pt (ω;Φ(A)) = limk→∞ f k(Φ(Xt))Φ(Xt) = Φ(Pt (ω;A)).
Let t ∈ [−1,0) and let Φ be a strictly positive unital linear map. By Choi’s inequality (The-
orem 2.3.6 of [10]), Φ(A)−1  Φ(A−1) for all A > 0. By (4) and the preceding paragraph,
Φ(P−t (ω;A−1))  P−t (ω;Φ(A−1))  P−t (ω;Φ(A)−1). This implies that Φ(Pt (ω;A)) =
Φ(P−t (ω;A−1)−1)Φ(P−t (ω;A−1))−1  P−t (ω;Φ(A)−1)−1 = Pt(ω;Φ(A)).
(15) Let t ∈ (0,1] and X = Pt (ω;A). Then
|||X|||
n∑
i=1
wi |||X #t Ai |||
n∑
i=1
wi |||X|||1−t |||Ai |||t = |||X|||1−t
n∑
i=1
wi |||Ai |||t ,
where the second inequality follows from Theorem 2.10 of [27] and Corollary IX.5.3 [8], and
hence |||Pt (ω;A)||| (∑ni=1 wi |||Ai |||t ) 1t . Since |||A−1||| |||A|||−1 for any A> 0, |||P−t (ω;A)||| =
|||Pt (ω;A−1)−1||| |||Pt (ω;A−1)|||−1  [∑ni=1 wi |||A−1i |||t ]− 1t . 
Remark 3.6. From the (AGH) inequalities (Proposition 3.5(10)) we can obtain other inequalities
from operator monotone functions on the positive reals. Let f : (0,∞) → (0,∞) be an operator
monotone increasing (resp. decreasing) function. Then
Pt
(
ω;f (A)) n∑
i=1
wif (Ai) f
(
n∑
i=1
wiAi
)
,
Pt
(
ω;f (A))
[
n∑
i=1
wif (Ai)
−1
]−1
 f
(
n∑
i=1
wiAi
)
,
respectively; these follow from the equivalence between operator monotonicity and operator log-
concavity by Ando and Hiai [1].
Property (12) implies in particular that Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1) is the unique fixed point of the
map f (X) = Pt(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X). By Proposition 3.5(5), f is a non-expansive map for the
Thompson metric.
Corollary 3.7. Let t ∈ [−1,1] \ {0}, ω ∈ n and let A1, . . . ,An−1 ∈ P. Then there exists
X0 ∈ P such that limk→∞ f k(X0) = Pt(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1), where f : P → P is defined by
f (X) = Pt(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X). Furthermore, for B ∈ P,
Pt (ω : A1, . . . ,An−1,B) B implies Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1) B.
In particular, Pt(A1, . . . ,An−1,B) B implies that Pt(A1, . . . ,An−1) B .
Proof. Let f (X) = Pt(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X). By Proposition 3.5(4), f is monotonic. Let B ∈ P.
Pick α,β > 0 such that B,Ai ∈ [βI,αI ] = {X ∈ P: βI X  αI } for all i = 1, . . . , n−1. Then
by Proposition 3.5(10), f maps [βI,αI ] into itself. Indeed,
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for any X ∈ [βI,αI ]. So, f k(X0) ∈ [βI,αI ] for all k ∈ N and for any X0 ∈ [βI,αI ]. Let
X0 ∈ [βI,αI ] such that f (X0)  X0. Then by induction f k+1(X0)  f k(X0) for all k ∈ N.
That is, {f k(X0)}∞k=1 is a decreasing sequence bounded below by βI and thus converges to
Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1), which is the unique fixed point of f . In particular for X0 = αI , we have
that f (αI) αI and limk→∞ f k(αI) = Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1).
Suppose that f (B) B . Then f k+1(B) f k(B) B for all k ∈ N and hence Pt (ωˆ;A1, . . . ,
An−1) = limk→∞ f k(B) f (B) B . 
The problem of finding an explicit form of Pt (ω;A) is non-trivial, except for n = 2.
Proposition 3.8. For t ∈ (0,1], we have
Pt (w1,w2;A,B) = A # 1
t
[
w1A+w2(A #t B)
]= A1/2(w1I +w2(A−1/2BA−1/2)t) 1t A1/2.
In particular, P 1
n
(w1,w2;A,B) =∑nk=0( nk )wk1wn−k2 (B # k
n
A).
Proof. Let X = Pt (w1,w2;A,B). Then by definition, X = w1(X #t A) + w2(X #t B). Set-
ting U = A−1/2XA−1/2 and Z = A−1/2BA−1/2 yields U = w1U1−t + w2(U #t Z), which
is equivalent to I = w1U−t + w2(U−1/2ZU−1/2)t , that is, Z = (Ut−w1Iw2 )
1
t
. This implies that
U = [w1I +w2Zt ] 1t and
X = A1/2UA1/2 = A1/2[w1I +w2Zt] 1t A1/2 = A1/2[w1I +w2(A−1/2BA−1/2)t] 1t A1/2
= A1/2(I #1/t [w1I +w2(A−1/2BA−1/2)t])A1/2 = A #1/t [w1A+w2(A #t B)].
If t = 1
n
for some n ∈ N, then
A−1/2XA−1/2 = U = [w1I +w2Z 1n ]n = n∑
i=1
(
n
k
)
wk1w
n−k
2 Z
n−k
n
and hence
X = A1/2
(
n∑
i=1
(
n
k
)
wk1w
n−k
2 Z
n−k
n
)
A1/2 =
n∑
i=1
(
n
k
)
wk1w
n−k
2
(
A1/2Z
n−k
n A1/2
)
=
n∑
i=1
(
n
k
)
wk1w
n−k
2 (A # n−k
n
B) =
n∑
i=1
(
n
k
)
wk1w
n−k
2 (B # k
n
A). 
Remark 3.9. We observe that for any (w1,w2) ∈ 2,
lim Pt (w1,w2;A,B) = A #w2 B.
t→0
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A−1/2
(
A # 1
t
[
w1A+w2(A #t B)
])
A−1/2 = [w1I +w2Zt ] 1t → Zw2 . (3.8)
That is, Pt(w1,w2;A,B) → A1/2Zw2A1/2 = A1/2(A−1/2BA−1/2)w2A1/2 = A #w2 B . This fur-
ther implies that
lim
t→0−
Pt(w1,w2;A,B) = lim
t→0−
P−t
(
w1,w2;A−1,B−1
)−1
= (A−1 #w2 B−1)−1 = A #w2 B.
Remark 3.10. We note that the power mean Pt(A,B) coincides with the operator mean aris-
ing from ft : (0,∞) → (0,∞) defined by ft (x) = ( xt+12 )
1
t
. It is called the quasi-arithmetic
(power) mean of order t . Its operator monotonicity (cf. Proposition 3.5), infinite divisibility,
and the complete positivity of an associated linear operator have been studied by Bhatia and
Kosaki [13] and Besenyei and Petz [7]. It turns out [31] that the power mean Pt (A,B) arises
as the midpoint operation of a manifold equipped with an affine connection. One can also see
that Pt (w1,w2;A,B)(= A # 1
t
[w1A + w2(A #t B)]) = (w1At + w2Bt) 1t for non-commuting A
and B . In fact, limt→0(
At1+···+Atn
n
)
1
t = exp( logA1+···+logAn
n
) and is known as the Log-Euclidean
mean [3]. We note that the Log-Euclidean mean is far from the geometric mean A # B for
n = 2.
4. The Karcher mean via power means
Let A = (A1, . . . ,An) ∈ Pn, ω = (w1, . . . ,wn) ∈ n. The ω-weighted Karcher mean Λ(ω;A)
of A is defined to be the unique positive definite solution of the equation
n∑
i=1
wi log
(
X−1/2AiX−1/2
)= 0. (4.9)
We note from (4.9) that Λ(ω;A−1)−1 = Λ(ω;A), the self-duality of the Karcher mean.
Lemma 4.1. Let D ⊂ R be an open interval and let 0 > 0. Let F : D× (−0, 0) → R be a map
satisfying
(i) F is an increasing function in the first variable,
(ii) there exists a continuous and increasing function f : D → R such that for all a ∈ D, f (a) =
∂
∂t
F (a, t)|t=0.
Then for any a ∈ D and any sequence an of D converging to a,
lim
n→∞n
(
F
(
an,
1
n
)
− F(a,0)
)
= f (a).
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 > 0. Since f is a continuous
and increasing function, there exists δ > 0 such that
f (a)−  < f (a − δ) f (a) f (a + δ) < f (a)+ . (4.10)
Since an → a, there exists N1 > 0 such that a − δ < an < a + δ for all n  N1. Since F is an
increasing function in the first variable, F(a − δ,1/n)  F(an,1/n)  F(a + δ,1/n) for all
nN1. That is, for all nN1,
n
(
F(a − δ,1/n)− F(a,0)) n(F(an,1/n)− F(a,0)) n(F(a + δ,1/n)− F(a,0)).
By (4.10), f (a)−  < f (a − δ) and f (a + δ) < f (a)+ , and by (ii),
lim
n→∞n
(
F(a ± δ,1/n)− F(a,0))= f (a ± δ)
one can find N2 > N1 such that for all n  N2, f (a) −  < n(F (a ± δ,1/n) − F(a,0)) and
f (a)+  > n(F (a + δ,1/n)− F(a,0)). This completes the proof. 
Since the map F(x, t) = xt on (0,∞)×R satisfies the conditions in Lemma 4.1, we have the
following result.
Lemma 4.2. Let x0 > 0 and let xn be a sequence of positive real numbers converging to x0. Then
limn→∞ n(x1/nn − 1) = logx0.
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 4.3. We have
lim
t→0Pt(ω;A) = Λ(ω;A).
Proof. By Proposition 3.5(8) and the self-duality of the Karcher mean, it suffices to show that
limt→0+ Pt (ω;A) = Λ(ω;A). Set Xt = Pt (ω;A). Since Xt =
∑n
i=1 wi(Xt #t Ai),
I =
n∑
i=1
wi
(
X
−1/2
t (Xt #t Ai)X
−1/2
t
)= n∑
i=1
wi
(
X
−1/2
t AiX
−1/2
t
)t
.
In particular for all t ∈ (0,1],
0 =
n∑
i=1
wi
[
(X
−1/2
t AiX
−1/2
t )
t − I
t
]
. (4.11)
Let {tk}∞k=1 be a sequence in (0,1] converging to 0. Since Xt lies in the order interval
determined by the ω-weighted harmonic mean and arithmetic mean, which is compact, the
sequence {Xtk } has at least one limit point. Suppose that X0 is a limit point of {Xtk }. We
will show that X0 = Λ(ω;A). Passing to a subsequence, we may assume that Xt → X0, ask
1510 Y. Lim, M. Pálfia / Journal of Functional Analysis 262 (2012) 1498–1514k → ∞. Then X−1/2tk AiX−1/2tk → X−1/20 AiX−1/20 for all i. Setting Ytk = X−1/2tk AiX−1/2tk and
Y0 = X−1/20 AiX−1/20 yields Ytk → Y0. Let Utk be a unitary matrix such that UtkYtkU∗tk := Dtk is
a diagonal matrix. Since Ytk converges to Y0 and the unitary group is compact, we may assume
that Utk → U0 and Dtk → D0 for some unitary matrix U0 and a diagonal matrix D0. Indeed, first
consider a subsequence of Utk converging to a unitary matrix U0, second the corresponding sub-
sequence of Ytk , which always converges to Y0, and then finally consider the corresponding sub-
sequence of Dtk , which converges to D0 := U0Y0U∗0 . By Lemma 2.3, limk→∞
D
tk
tk
−I
tk
= logD0.
This implies that
lim
k→∞
[
(X
−1/2
tk
AiX
−1/2
tk
)tk − I
tk
]
= lim
k→∞
[
(Ytk )
tk − I
tk
]
= lim
k→∞
[
U∗tk (Dtk )
tkUtk − Im
tk
]
= lim
k→∞U
∗
tk
[
D
tk
tk
− I
tk
]
Utk = log
(
U∗0 D0U0
)
= logY0 = log
(
X
−1/2
0 AiX
−1/2
0
)
.
This together with (4.11) yields 0 =∑ni=1 wi log(X−1/20 AiX−1/20 ). That is, X0 = Λ(ω;A). 
From Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.3 we obtain
Corollary 4.4. With P0(ω;A) = Λ(ω;A), the map t 	→ Pt (ω;A) is continuous on [−1,1].
The basic properties of power means in Proposition 3.5 together with Theorem 4.3 provide
simple proofs of some important properties of the Karcher mean.
Corollary 4.5. (Cf. [24,12].) The Karcher mean satisfies the following properties:
(P1) (Consistency with scalars) Λ(ω;A) = Aw11 · · ·Awnn if the Ai ’s commute;
(P2) (Joint homogeneity) Λ(ω;a1A1, . . . , anAn) = aw11 · · ·awnn Λ(ω;A);
(P3) (Permutation invariance) Λ(ωσ ;Aσ ) = Λ(ω;A), where ωσ = (wσ(1), . . . ,wσ(n));
(P4) (Monotonicity) If Bi Ai for all 1 i  n, then Λ(ω;B)Λn(ω;A);
(P5) d∞(Λ(ω;A),Λ(ω;B))max1in{d∞(Ai,Bi)};
(P6) (Invariancy) Λ(ω;M∗AM) = M∗Λ(ω;A)M for any invertible M ;
(P7) (Joint concavity) Λ(ω; (1 − u)A+ uB) (1 − u)Λ(ω;A)+ uΛ(ω;B) for 0 u 1;
(P8) (Self-duality) Λ(ω;A−11 , . . . ,A−1n )−1 = Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An);
(P9) (Determinant identity) DetΛ(ω;A) =∏ni=1(DetAi)wi ; and
(P10) (AGH weighted mean inequalities) (∑ni=1 wiA−1i )−1 Λ(ω;A)∑ni=1 wiAi ;
(P11) Λ(ω(k);A(k)) = Λ(ω;A) for any k ∈ N;
(P12) Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X) = X if and only if X = Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1). In particular,
Λ(A1, . . . ,An,X) = X if and only if X = Λ(A1, . . . ,An);
(P13) for any t ∈ (0,1], X = Λ(ω;X #t A1, . . . ,X #t An) if and only if X = Λ(ω;A);
(P14) Φ(Λ(ω;A))Λ(ω;Φ(A)) for any positive unital linear map Φ . If Φ is strictly positive,
then Φ(Λ(ω;A)) = Λ(ω;Φ(A));
(P15) ∏ni=1 |||A−1i |||−wi  |||Λ(ω;A)|||∏ni=1 |||Ai |||wi for any unitarily invariant norm ||| · |||.
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For instance, since each Pt (ω; ·) is monotonic, its limit Λ(ω; ·) also is.
(P14) By Proposition 3.5(13), Φ(Pt (ω;A))  Pt(ω;Φ(A)) for all t ∈ (0,1]. As t → 0, we
have Φ(Λ(ω;A))Λ(ω;Φ(A)). If Φ is strictly positive, then Φ(Pt (ω;A)) Pt(ω;Φ(A)) for
all t ∈ [−1,1) by Proposition 3.5(13). Then Φ(Λ(ω;A))Λ(ω;Φ(A)).
(P15) By Proposition 3.5(11), |||Pt (ω;A)|||  (∑ni=1 wi |||Ai |||t ) 1t for all t ∈ (0,1]. As t → 0,
we have |||Λ(ω;A)|||  limt→0(∑ni=1 wi |||Ai |||t ) 1t = ∏ni=1 |||Ai |||wi , where the equality follows
from the fact that weighted power means of positive real numbers converge to the weighted
geometric mean. The other inequality follows similarly. 
Ando, Li and Mathias [2] listed the ten properties (P1)–(P10) for the unweighted case
ω = (1/n, . . . ,1/n) as properties that a geometric mean of n positive definite matrices should
satisfy, and their mean, called the ALM geometric mean, possesses all of them. The BMP
geometric mean of Bini, Meini and Poloni [15] is also a matrix geometric mean in this ax-
iomatic sense. In fact, there are infinitely many matrix geometric means: fixed point means of the
ALM and BMP geometric means [26] and their weighted geometric means ALM(A1, . . . ,An)#t
BMP(A1, . . . ,An), t ∈ [0,1]. The properties (P11)–(P13) are special for the Karcher mean. Some
parts of the properties (P14) and (P15) have been established by Bhatia and Karandikar [12]. For
the weighted case, there are also infinitely many weighted geometric means of n positive def-
inite matrices: the weighted Karcher mean, the weighted BMP geometric mean [25] and their
weighted geometric means. We note that there has been no successful weighted extension of the
ALM geometric mean.
Next we investigate some other properties of the power mean that hold for the Karcher
mean.
Corollary 4.6. If A  B and Ai < Bi for some i, then Λ(ω;A) < Λ(ω;B) and Pt (ω;A) <
Pt (ω;B) for any sufficiently small t .
Proof. Find 0 < α < 1 such that Ai  αBi . Then
Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,Ai, . . . ,An)Λ(ω;B1, . . . , αBi, . . . ,Bn) = αwiΛ(ω;B1, . . . ,Bi, . . . ,Bn)
<Λ(ω;B1, . . . ,Bi, . . . ,Bn)
where we used the joint homogeneity and monotonicity of the Karcher mean. Finding 0 < β < 1
such that Λ(ω;A) < βΛ(ω;B) < Λ(ω;B), we have from Theorem 4.3 that
lim
t→0Pt (ω;A) = Λ(ω;A) < βΛ(ω;B) < Λ(ω;B) = limt→0Pt(ω;B)
which implies that Pt(ω;A) < Pt (ω;B) for any sufficiently small t . 
The continuity, indeed Lipschitz continuity, of the Karcher mean (P5) follows from d∞(Λ(ω;
A),Λ(ω;B))  max{d∞(Ai,Bi)}, which in turn follows from Proposition 3.5(5) and Theo-
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δ
(
Λ(ω;A),Λ(ω;B)) n∑
i=1
wiδ(Ai,Bi). (4.12)
This nice inequality has been proved by Lawson and Lim [24] and Bhatia and Karandikar [12].
Corollary 4.7. If δ(Λ(ω;A),Λ(ω;B)) = ∑ni=1 wiδ(Ai,Bi), then for any sufficiently small t ,
δ(Pt (ω;A),Pt (ω;B)) <∑ni=1 wiδ(Ai,Bi).
Proof. Note that
lim
t→0 δ
(
Pt(ω;A),Pt (ω;B)
)= δ(Λ(ω;A),Λ(ω;B))< n∑
i=1
wiδ(Ai,Bi). 
Property (P12) of the Karcher mean implies that Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1) is the unique fixed point
of the map f (X) = Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X). By (4.12), f is a strict contraction on P with respect
to the Riemannian metric. The following (Löwer) order behavior around the fixed point of f is
special for the Karcher mean.
Corollary 4.8. We have
Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An) < An implies Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1) < Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An),
and if ∑ni=1 wi logAi < 0, then Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An) < I and Pt(ω;A) < I for any sufficiently
small t .
Proof. Suppose that B := Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An) < An. Define f : P → P by f (X) =
Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,X). Then by (4.12), it is a strict contraction for δ and hence has a
unique positive definite solution. By (P12) and Banach fixed point theorem, limk→∞ f k(B) =
Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1). It follows from f (An) = B < An and strict monotonicity of the Karcher
mean (Corollary 4.6) that f (B) = Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,B) < Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An) =
f (An) = B . By induction, f k(B) < · · · < f (B) < f (An) = B and therefore Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,
An−1) = limk→∞ f k(B) < B = Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An).
Next, suppose that
∑n
i=1 wi logAi < 0. Set Y = −
∑n
i=1 wi logAi . Then Y > 0 and hence
B := exp(Y ) > I . From
0 =
n∑
i=1
wi logAi + Y =
n∑
i=1
wi logAi + logB = 12
(
n∑
i=1
wi logAi + logB
)
and ω1 := 12 (w1, . . . ,wn,1) ∈ n+1, we have Λ(ω1;A1, . . . ,An,B) = I < B . By strict mono-
tonicity of the Karcher mean, Λ(ω1;A1, . . . ,An, I ) < Λ(ω1;A1, . . . ,An,B) = I . From the first
paragraph and the fact that ωˆ1 = ω, we have Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An)  Λ(ω1;A1, . . . ,An, I ) < I .
Finally limt→0 Pt (ω;A1, . . . ,An) = Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An) < I implies that for sufficiently small t ,
Pt (ω;A1, . . . ,An) < I . 
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Λ(ωˆ;A1, . . . ,An−1)Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An−1,An) and
(Y )
n∑
i=1
wi logAi  0 implies Λ(ω;A1, . . . ,An) I.
The property (Y ), which was established by Yamazaki [33], is one of characteristic properties of
the Karcher mean by the following result.
Theorem 4.9. The Karcher mean is uniquely determined by congruence invariancy (P6), self-
duality (P8), and (Y ).
Proof. Let g : n × Pn → P be a map satisfying (P6), (P8) and (Y ). By (P8) and (Y ),∑n
i=1 wi logAi = 0 implies that g(ω;A1, . . . ,An) = I . Let X = Λ(ω;A). Then∑n
i=1 wi log(X−1/2AiX−1/2) = 0 and hence g(ω;X−1/2A1X−1/2, . . . ,X−1/2AnX−1/2) = I .
By (P6), g(A1, . . . ,An) = X = Λn(A1, . . . ,An). 
Our method of deriving the monotonicity of the Karcher mean is free from any probabilistic
and Riemannian geometric techniques because we have just started from the Karcher equa-
tion (4.9). The Karcher equation can be defined on the convex cone of positive definite operators
on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. But the existence and uniqueness of a positive definite
solution have not previously been investigated in any depth. The weighted power means exist
since the Thompson metric exists on the cone of positive definite operators, on which Lemma 2.2
and Lemma 2.3 are still valid [21,22]. So if one can show the monotonicity of the power mean
function t → Pt (ω;A), then the strong limit of the sequence Xk = P 1
k
(ω;A) exists and is prob-
ably a solution of the Karcher equation. Note that the power mean Pt(ω;A) is contained in the
order interval determined by the weighted harmonic and arithmetic means.
By a numerical simulation, the following result seems to be true. If 0  t  s  1, then
Pt (ω;A) Ps(ω;A) for all ω ∈ n and A ∈ Pn. By (3.8), it is true for n = 2.
Changing the weighted arithmetic mean operation in the defining Eq. (3.4) of the power mean
Pt (ω;A) into any weighted geometric mean G(ω;A) of n positive definite matrices, which is
non-expansive for the Riemannian metric or the Thompson metric, yields other matrix geometric
means via the geometric mean equation
X = G(ω;X #t A1, . . . ,X #t An), t ∈ (0,1].
For instance, one may take G = BMP and G = ALM for the unweighted case (see [25] for their
non-expansiveness). One can check by the non-expansive property that a unique positive definite
solution exists, denoted by Gt(ω;A). By the self-duality of G, G−t (ω;A) := Gt(ω;A−1)−1 =
Gt(ω;A). Then by using the fixed point approach in Proposition 3.5, one can see that Gt is a
weighted matrix mean (satisfies (P1)–(P10)) and is also non-expansive. By (P13), Λt = Λ for all
t ∈ (0,1]. The general convergence of Gt(ω;A) as t → 0 and the monotonicity of t 	→ Gt(ω;A)
are non-trivial and suggest interesting future work.
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